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Letter from the Editor
May 30th 2020
Dear reader,
Welcome to Ghost Heart Literary Journal’s debut issue.
Before getting into our first issue, I’d like to address two things that are currently happening: the
global pandemic and the Minneapolis protests.
Firstly, the pandemic. Thousands upon thousands of people are dying, particularly people of
colour, the elderly in care homes, the working class, all at the hands of incompetent governments
and world leaders.
Secondly, numerous innocent black people have been murdered by the police in America, and
the murderers have not faced justice. The people of Minneapolis are crying out for justice but are
being met with police brutality and a president who condemns his own citizens to death.
So, I’d like to ask of you, reader, to fight in the ways that you can. Sign the petitions circulating
social media. Donate to the relief funds. Ask photographers to take down photos of protestors.
Boost black voices. Do not circulate violent and graphic videos. If you’re in America, phone
your senators, governors, etc. Demand justice. Do not be silent.
It is a part of our manifesto to fight silence. Art, in all its forms, is a way to fight, and that’s why
I’m still publishing this issue during this time. These 33 poets have given me a purpose, and to
them, I say, thank you for believing in me and for your endless patience. It has been an honour
to read your work and put this issue together, especially during this strange time.
These 33 fantastic poets are here to show you their ghost heart.
What do I mean by ‘ghost heart’?
The term ‘ghost heart’ means the heart that hides, the heart that haunts us, the heart that the
world tells people to shove under their bed. Ghost Heart is a space for marginalised poets to
share their work without fear. Ghost Heart is a place to be loud and be soft.
Thank you for downloading our first ever issue. Please read the content warnings before entering
the issue. Lastly, please do read the poets’ biographies and connect with them on social media.
They’re truly wonderful writers.
I hope this issue fills you with hope as it did with me.
Yours,
Melissa Jennings (she/they)
Editor-in-Chief of Ghost Heart Literary Journal
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Issue 1 Content Warnings (in order of poem featured)

Hercules of the Modern Realm by Skyler Jaye
- themes of mental illness
- mention of suicide methods
The Swim by HLR
- themes of mental illness
Epoch by Emma Schultz
- mention of blood
Did He Always by Skyler Jaye
- themes of trauma
- mention of blood
Junior by Lola R. R. Cherries
- themes of difficult parental relationships
- mention of childbirth
- mention of hysterectomy
Inheritance by HLR
- themes of death and grief
Offering by Joseph Marsh
- graphic bodily imagery
Generation Z by Lucy Duffell
- themes of difficult parental relationship
Jungle by Inanna Tribukait
- themes of gender roles
Clumsy Genesis by Jade Dahang
- themes of negative body image
Control by Lucy Duffell
- themes of mental illness
Agerasia Of The Heart Is A Terrible Thing by Hibah Shabkhez
- themes of suicide
Resurrection by Tyler King
- use of the slur ‘junkie’
- themes of drug abuse
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Longing by Zain Ul Abidin Khan Alizai
- themes of death and grief
A Portrait on the Front of our Newspapers by Skyler Jaye
- themes of fascism and nationalism
Packt Like Sardines in a Crushed Tin Box is a Radiohead Song by Abraham A. Joven
- themes of anti-immigration
Epitaph by Erin Cisney
- mentions vomiting and being drunk
- themes of death
Fever Dream by Zain Ul Abidin Khan Alizai
- theme of an intense vivid dream
- mention of hanging
- description of cleaving meat off a bone
- mention of a firing squad
All the Wild Things by Amy Jannotti
- description of being shot and mounted on a wall
Behind the Church by Kate Parkinson
- allusions to homophobia and lesbophobia
Emmons Vista by Lucas Wildner
- brief mention of death
- themes of homophobia
- use of the slur ‘faggot’
Fine Bromance by Dan Moles
- themes of homophobia, violence, murder
Saturn by Tyler King
- mention of death
Tattoo by Tina Carey
- themes of childhood trauma
Narrativising by Grace Royal
- themes of mental illness and disordered eating
- description of severing a hand
- description of picking lips
- mention of death
- description of self-harm and self-mutilation
- description of glass shard in eyes
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Sunrise by Tina Carey
- mention of bleeding
Love Later On by Kate Parkinson
- reference to homophobia and lesbophobia
Very Good Girls by Amy Jannotti
- mention of blood
The Body in the Bathroom by Kate Parkinson
- themes of eating disorder, body image, and gender struggles
Cleansing by Kim Payne
- themes of mental illness
Known by Allison Baldwin
- themes of disabled body struggles
- internalised ableism
My dream is premonition by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
- mention of a noose
Delivery to by Dan Moles
- themes of sexism
Beast in a Cage by Chad W. Lutz
- self-misgendering for the purpose of the poem
- themes of toxic masculinity
- use of sexist term ‘bitches’
- mention of bleeding
Athazagoraphobia by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
- theme of a toxic relationship
- description of cutting open a hand with a razor
The Last Good Day by Sabrina Al
- themes of illness, death, and grief
- mention of glioma and tumor
- description of fragile, skeletal body
take care by kattrina m.
- mention of fire
- themes of current right-wing global politics
- mention of white supremacy
- themes of racism and anti-LGBT
Three Ghosts in a Trenchcoat Go to the Movies by Amy Jannotti
- mention of blood and suicide
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Hercules of the Modern Realm
by Skyler Jaye
There’s something about surviving the unsurvivable. Your own mind swarming and stinging you
like a collection of wasps that should have turned to figs. Even the good days shallow your
breath as if you are running up to the tip of Mount Everest just to freeze in the same place you
begged to get to. Some days I wish depression would just take me. Most days I’m surprised that
it hasn’t.
This does not mean it has not tried to. This does not mean that my jaw has not metaphorically
locked itself around prescription pill bottles. This does not mean that I have not nonmetaphorically survived my own blades, or pills, or fist-fights with my illness. This does not
mean that every day is not spent on auto-pilot, because thinking too deeply might take me to the
edge. Literally. The edge of what I began as a teenager. The edge of what this life has given me.
The edge of my survival. I am always at the edge of my survival, and still, I press on.
In Buffalo, NY, people like to pretend that autumn exists. It doesn’t. At least, not like what is
seen in the moves. Where the air has a twinge of chill that makes you want to wrap yourself into
a sweater. Where long walks are enchanted by the dying trees, gracefully decaying in colors that
make the earth beautiful and breathtaking. Fall leaves winding down to tap the tops of our feet
as we walk, the light, satisfying crunch beneath our shoes, cinnamon and apple spice aroma
circling every coffee shop you walk past. Buffalo’s autumn is made up of harsh winds, freezing
temperatures, rain beating on your face with it’s grieving fists, while you are naked and laying in a
pothole. I love my home city. But it is just as sad as me.
Living life through the lens of depression is constantly mistaking your palms for a noose. When
one would give an open hand, the depressed pass on an omen. The kind of darkness that
boomerangs right back to us. Depression is mistaking the fireplace’s warmth for a house-fire. It
is human nature to fear the unfamiliar. Scientists say it’s an evolutionary trait with the intent of
keeping yourself safe. I’m not so sure.
Giving all you have to surviving means there’s not much else to give. Depression is refilling what
will constantly be empty. It is frigid and deafening. The Bermuda Triangle lives inside of you, a
storm constantly threatening to pull you under. But we fight it because the fight lives within us.
We are damaged and fragile, but no weakness lives inside our skin. You cannot survive the
unsurvivable and be anything less than strong. Depression survivors are the Hercules of the
modern realm.
Your mind collects trinkets of memories that try to smother you. Depression keeps you alive like
a transplanted heart that is bound to reject, you’re just never sure when. It’s kind of like living in
Buffalo and waiting for the sun to come out. You eventually learn how to keep yourself warm.
You eventually learn that learning warmth is not the kindling that will set you on fire. You learn
how to avoid becoming the ash.
That storm I mentioned? It still lives inside of you. Sometimes it threatens to drown you.
Sometimes, surviving is building a boat until your hands are bloody. Creating a shelter with
warped materials. It can knock the wind out of you, leave you gasping for air. Surviving can be
ugly. Other times, it’s a light drizzle. A reminder. Other times, it’s the clouds overshadowing the
sunlight. The wind pushing the warmth from your skin. Other times, it’s closing the window
against the rain.
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The Swim
by HLR
leaving depression in locker 8E
grief wrapped up in a towel
heartbreak trembling on the lip of the pool
I dive in, unafraid, brave
immersing myself in the blues
that would usually make me sink
usually make me drown
washing paranoia out of my hair
and misery off my skin
with every stroke I am light and almost carefree
in this controlled, contained, waveless sea
frog legs pulsating
counting
in, two, three
breathing
out, two, three
it doesn’t matter who is faster than me
and my dwindling lung capacity
I am so very nearly free
inhaling chemicals legally
in, two, three
tears made of chlorine, not melancholy
out, two, three
no time to think, only to breathe
and push on, further, stronger
splash away the reality
that I must return to 8E eventually
the girl sits upon her throne in the sky
popping gum
the guy patrols the perimeter
tugging at his shorts
with their matching red t-shirts
matching whistles
matching sports watches
they watch me
in, two, three
and guard my life
out, two, three
these two strangers exist
to save me
they are employed to ensure
that I am safe
that I do not die
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(I think that I need them all of the time)
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Gravity
by Vaishnavi Sharma
There is something spectacular in the way he moves.
They say gravity is a magician;
gravity works its way up your ankles,
through your bones and settles in your hair,
making you unafraid of free-falling*.
*free-falling has been used as a passive
and a rather laid-back substitute for love.
The moment Alice realized that she wasn’t going to hit bottom anytime soon,
you could watch her lean back into the air
mimicking a rocking chair with a pair of
make-believe teacup and saucer in her hands.
I climbed the stairs to my rooftop
in multiples of 2,
making sure my feet touch even numbers
as I leave behind the odds of a heartbreak
in this kind of love,
odds that were carefully conveyed to me
by my brain in Braille,
after I reminded it of the wise men that said
love made you blind.
The Earth attracts the Moon through its
gravitational pull like an elastic band tied
from your waist to a stone-wall,
no matter how far into the Universe you’d
like to take yourself, you’ll always come
tumbling back with equivalent force,
it’s the third law of motion.
Laws are meant to be broken, I tell my mother,
while she cooks tonight’s dinner and she says
“that’s exactly what you need to un-learn;"
/for the sake of this house,
for the sake of the society,
for the sake of humanity.”/
They say giving up on love is
the greatest sin, that a life without
love is like a sea-shell without pearl,
lonely, searching in the sound of the
ocean its lost love; so I watch you,
every day, as you find a seat at the table
on the left side of the history shelf,
from the opposite corner,
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not making a sound,
not making an eye contact,
not making a move,
feeling the pull of gravity,
stronger than ever as I day-dream
about free-falling*.
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Epoch
by Emma Schultz
You wanted me
unbroken,
a shell of sediments
tucked out of sight,
resting
next to the waves.
I spent my days
following
the curve of your lips,
translating
foreign tongues
into symbols
of requiem.
Now,
I grind my teeth
into submission
as I sleep,
only to wake
to a mouth full of blood.
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Did He Always
by Skyler Jaye
I remember him some daysin his softness,
with his laugh, and those
big-sad-eyes
how he carried thunder in his palms,
when his words turned to lightning.
I wonder if there was ever hope for him.
Was he ever a little boy
with a heart attached
to a kite string?
Just a kid
with skinned knees, wishing
love poems into the sky?
Did he always speak with
a woman’s blood in his mouth?
I wish I could remember him
as a kayak in the river
a hike and a gorgeous view,
but instead, he’s all
broken glass,
his back to a wall
screaming, and begging for all the love
he cannot give.
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Junior
by Lola R. R. Cherries
I suffer in ways my mother has long forgotten.
I’m already older than she was when
I was born.
So far the closest I’ve come was cramps that
felt like dying in childbirth
in a car on its way to Williamsburg
close enough to where I was born
to mean something sinister.
The partner of the person we were visiting
gave me Vicodin.
They aren’t together anymore, either.
This is my fourth time
giving love a try.
My mother only did it once.
I have a hard time here, loving
someone who doesn’t speak in
food and quality time.
I think I understand this one thing
about my mother,
one of the infinite people who speak
a completely different love language
from what I have always understood.
It makes sense that once was enough.
I’m two years younger than she was
for the hysterectomy.
She has so many empty spaces
for me to envy.
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Grandmother, You Gave Me
by Allison Baldwin
Recessive genes
Skin sprinkled with freckles
Weekly lunches and packets of instant oatmeal
The propensity to hold a grudge
Nothing ever expired in your mind.
Facial expressions that can’t hold themselves in.
Questions like:
Why did you flirt with the waiter?
Why did you drink red wine at noon?
Why did you act like ordering chocolate ice cream was some wild thing?
Even though you did it every time we went out to lunch.
Why did you always look like you were playing a game of cat and mouse?
You were the cat,
Everyone else the mouse
Except they didn’t realize they were playing
until it was too late.
I wish you had had better things to say.
I wish I did.
You did not walk smoothly in your feet.
We have that in common.
We are not passive observers. We are meddling empaths.
As natural as breathing,
We slip into parted lips and heartbeats, tripping.
Unable to find the flatline.
This is what you gave me:
Rigidity mistaken for discernment
I’ve had to learn the difference between my voice and yours
The difference between the voice of abuse
and the voice of actualization.
My mother—
Your daughter—
has had a harder time.
Have you noticed?
There are not enough apologies. Not really.
And I am not forgiving.
Though I want to be.
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All I ever wanted to believe in is love.
How am I supposed to clean this up?
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Inheritance
by HLR
You left us nothing but your everything
You gave us nothing but your all
no bank account, no savings, just that envelope of drug-money:
enough to pay for a cab to the crematorium, your wicker coffin
and a good old-fashioned piss-up afterwards
microwave / hunting knife / tin opener / wooden spoon
over 40 years of poetry in smoke-stained notebooks
photos of ex-girlfriends / birthdays celebrated / weddings attended / funerals suffered
that ugly glass squirrel statue that I always hated,
that you insisted I must keep after you die so that
“whenever you feel sad, you can look at the ugly squirrel and laugh”
for me: hundreds of books, from Hesse to Marquez to Solzhenitsyn and Proust to Lee Child and
Patricia Cornwell and The Big Book of Dirty Jokes Volume 2
for brother: your watch collection / your guitars / your records, tapes and CDs
morphine / temazepam / lorazepam / zopiclone
all the good ones I swiped before mother swept in and threw the rest away
(she never saw a money-making opportunity like we did)
more notebooks, filled with the profundity of others, in your handwriting
I am angry that you destroyed your journals but I suppose, if I’d read them, I would probably have becity to believe
that I didn’t really know you at all and that would hurt more than any secret stashed in a suitcase
your denim shirt / your PROPER CORNISH jumper / your old fisherman’s smock
neither of which I dare wear lest your scent disappear from the fibres
an unpaid electricity bill / 12 unsolved crosswords / half a tin of Amber Leaf /
97 packets of Rizla / 5 lighters (2 working, 2 needing fuel, 1 needing a new flint)
no trust fund, but total trust and so much fun
your good books / your good looks / the gifts of our gabs
the depression gene / the grey-hair-in-your-twenties gene
the addictive personality / the too-much-of-a-good-thing tendency
the “you’ve got laugh or else you’ll cry” mentality
a beautiful black Ibex horn
which fits perfectly in my grip;
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which I use to shut my Velux because I’m too short to reach the lock;
which is solid enough to kill a man if I were to smash it against his skull
an address book with personal numbers for celebrities / royalty,
and tycoons / sports stars / writers / actors / politicians
manners & morals / Ps and Qs
your blue Salbutamol inhaler
affectionately named ‘Sally’
that you used 30+ times a day instead of the prescribed 3 max
that I use about 3 times a month when I’m having a really bad attack
your voice in my head saying “Breathe, babes, just breathe,”
I fear the day that this inhaler runs out
and “It’ll all be over soon”
no property / no vehicles / no land / no investments
you were the valuable antique and we were your precious heirlooms
passed down a generation, to be passed on to the next:
the carefully curated wisdom, the ferocity of our love,
our soft-boiled eyes, our way of bearing our bones to those who get close
the (hi)stories, the DNA, the surname
all of the skills / lessons / laughter / memories
no “assets” but we were your biggest asset and you left us us:
your chef-d’œuvre, you magnum opus, your greatest achievement:
you left us
us.
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After Winter
by Riana Jane Youngken
Now that Spring has come, can we still meet?
I stole hours of Winter so that I could be with you for a little longer
I left my bed when the nights grew cold
I took the long way home when the Moon was full
When the sky was clear enough to see you
My tears freely fell before you
There’s nowhere to hide when we meet
Your absence is a galvanizing pain
A harrowing reminder of the depth of love
Of mortality, of blood, of ashes
I see you in everything
But I know that I never will
Spring arrived but my heart remains in Winter
I cherish the sun on my skin
I hope that the light reaches you
The phantom pain of loving you in every season
Of transparent petals that see through the bandages placed on the delicate parts of my heart
Can I still see you?
When the snow has melted and the Sun extends its stay in the sky
When our tears and sadness are captured in our space of tranquility
Then and only then
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Offering
by Joseph Marsh
When I see you,
I can feel myself breaking.
Falling to my knees
I rip my clothes off,
throw off my shoes
and tear my skin and offer my chest,
Bare and sinew.
And as my flesh seeps through my ribs
I gasp
“Am I not good enough?”
The flayed offering
To an angel ethereal.
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we're running out of time
by Vaishnavi Sharma
when there isn't enough time,
you'll realise the sound of his breathing
is a poetic metaphor.
when there isn't enough time,
you will see his fingers and reach out
to intertwine your hand in his.
when there isn't enough time,
a gentle smile, a cautious laugh
will make you weak in your knees.
when there isn't enough time,
you will find yourself looking at his face
even when you're not supposed to.
when there isn't enough time,
the freckles at the corner of his eyes
will remind you of acrylic, oil painted canvas.
when there isn't enough time,
the brown of his eyes will shimmer
in the soft winter sun and tug
at your breaking harp of a heart.
when there isn't enough time, you will want more time,
time to see sights that you once took for granted,
time to soak yourself in love, and friendship,
time to feel all those feelings you were too scared of,
time to live, in the perfect story that your life was,
when you weren't aware of its worth.
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Generation Z
by Lucy Duffell
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Generation Z
by Lucy Duffell

Image description: Faded photograph of a child looking to a camera with the poem handwritten
in black ink.

Text reads:
There was so much to talk about,
lips kept moving until it was a clatter of teeth and tongue.
We shouldn’t have kissed.
Now there is so much to write about.
I mostly tap on keys and hope they’ll fit.
But this isn’t about you.
I don’t know how to make it sound like I’m not trying
too hard,
Because I am. I wasn’t born a writer,
I was formed by broken sentence taped together
with my own mother’s spit.
It was my duty to take what she gave me
and use it only so she knows my fortune
is her doing.
A family of smoke and survival,
home to home less to no nest proves
I am invincible.
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Jungle
by Inanna Tribukait
if I am a wild thing
- for wearing my hair unshaven
- for wearing my skin unbothered
you can keep your civility
Fuck you
pretending that
- we are not animals
- we are domesticated
- we are separate
if I am
a wild thing
you
live as an
exhibit in
the zoo you
created
in your mind
you make me
sad, little monkey that forgot how to climb
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Clumsy Genesis
by Jade Dahang
i am convinced that i was not born,
but built
by ethereal hands
tenderly creating the beginnings of someone great,
but along the way they misplaced the proper parts.
they must have been drunk on ambrosia
putting together parts that didn’t quite fit
in this clay body.
i’ve stared into these eyes for so long
that i feel like I’m watching another life.
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Control
by Lucy Duffell
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Agerasia Of The Heart Is A Terrible Thing
by Hibah Shabkhez
You braided your hair bright red forever and then bound it up differently every day. You clicked
and unclicked your pen as you read. You read novels I like, and that made something leap and
sparkle between us, though we never even said bonjour. You had no name, only a tagline: ‘the girl
with the lip-piercing who sits behind me in linguistics’. You were not my friend, and I was not
yours, but like the sheen on the edges of stained-glass windows, you made my world a little less
dull, a little less empty, a little less devoid of kindred spirits not wholly imaginary. What drove you
to erase your comforting flicker of humanity from the world?
No, you were not my friend. So why am I left trying to plug in holes in all the places where you
used to be? If instead of: ‘she cut her wrist and is in hospital’, they had only said, as they wanted
so very much to do: ‘she has gone south for a few weeks’, would I have missed you then? There
would have been the same holes, but would I have cared? Do I care now that you are dying?
Perhaps what I feel is a selfish sadness, not for you at all but for me. Maybe all I care about is
naming and reclaiming the emptiness you left behind, lest it swallow me too, like a crack in the
earth avid to feed on fresh flesh before it closes again.
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Resurrection
by Tyler King
Who did they name savior
at the junkie church and was it
your father, priest of desire and
fulfillment, how he scratched
every itch the neighborhood ever
felt and they built altars on every
street corner in South Louisville where they
still got stigmata, they still drink the blood and
pray, bowed heads into the wind &
the last party I saw you
break your body into pieces and
nobody went hungry that night,
not like they been starving every night since,
in the light of cold morning you were
crucified, a martyr, and nobody knew
how to dig the nails out,
but you did, three days later,
you got down off that cross, and you said
I did this all for you, and that no tomb,
ever built of stone or marble,
could hope to hold all the light
burning through your veins,
and this is how I first
learned of resurrection,
The congregation named you a heretic
but I know by now
the difference between a parlor trick
and a miracle,
I saw you,
rise from the grave, and into the sky,
so, I’m lighting candles in a
midnight mass, waiting for a
Rapture, or another resurrection,
all I want to ask is
how you did it, and if there is a place
somewhere beyond Heaven,
where we are free of death,
where finally we could
laugh, and mean it,
where we might shed our tender skin, become,
at last, a hallelujah
that never ends
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Longing
by Zain Ul Abidin Khan Alizai
This human being is a guest
house. Every morning
a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
- Rumi.
Every morning, I remember, loss is the aftermath of a birdsong of longing–
sometimes when clouds come in their wondrous sway, drunk
I sit by the mouth of the treeline, feet deep into the brazen territory
and look for better explanations to misery. Like how love was the only sugar
our tastebuds were a stranger to. Dinnertables turned to choking
on our own tongues, I wonder. My bruised knees smudged by the dying
winter grass pulling me into its wake. aah sard o rang zard o chashm tarr
Whenever there is a burial at our village,
we have to cross a stream, tiptoeing over two slippery rocks.
Intelligent design to prevent the dead from another dip.
Last December, two young boys slipped and cried
over their mother’s grave, calling out to mud for bandages.
aah-zaari, bey-qarari, dar-ba-dar is an anthem of woe so
when I buried my uncle this month, the aftermath grew
moss on the stones, almost smiling; a crooked, broken smile.
And so I stopped longing for the voice stuck in my larynx
or was it air that had died in my lungs. But there is no moss
in my throat, no resultant of ease
in a language that only
translates to small sobs. If you wake up on my bed at the dying
hours of the night, and look to your left,
you’ll see a sliver of light. It will disappear when the sun
comes up.
Do I believe the light vanishes when it fills you?
This edge to the noise is where I want to sleep
put my head down on the sloping greens
drenched in night’s tears
hands to the sky
prayers for a longing with no aftermath
no possessions snatched away like a prize
no undiscovered exit wounds so the only path
to the sky is through the mouth
native language
i will run away from the bodega you set up
at the corner of the street where you sell
amulets to bedevil the silence stoned in my closet
30

fleeting glimpses of a future like an ancient
movie without sounds I will sit right here near
the bodega and I will not talk about anything
after which we will torch down my bed with
kerosene and call it the best decision ever and get
tattoos made on our necks of wildflowers with mouths
tasting the sinew of honey and lie down in the compost
our lips sewn shut in a world crunched and renewed
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A Portrait on the Front of our Newspapers
by Skyler Jaye
I've never claimed myself
Nationalistic, but lately I’ve felt
myself a ghost of this country,
the lingering death of a nation
between being and becoming
a reminder of the ages we believed
buried, an opaque image
with a flag wrapped around the neck.
Evidence suggests:
Time can move itself backwards,
that technology and
language have antiqued –
the ink of our dictionaries wet,
knowledge turned graffiti
on our fingertips.
I believe there is a portrait on the front of our newspapers,
proving skin of our leader can wrinkle itself
into scars, crows-feet crowding powerhungry eyes, lips cracked into propaganda
bleeding “History repeats itself and I like it that way”
The picture spills itself fluorescent,
pixelated, as mauve as much as
it is sepia,
all eras swallowing in on themselves.
There is no unturned grave,
this is a face of mirrors adjacent
from one another.
A television in full-color, or, black and white
high definition, bunny-ear antenna,
The news sits on table-tops
next to breakfast,
Americana embedded into tombstones
eyes scratched blind,
an X covers a mouth
a hand clutch dove and neck
while bodies
stack
of strangers,
foreign
tongue
the skin
of the perished.
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Children weep, but we don’t understand
the language.
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Packt Like Sardines in a Crushed Tin Box is a Radiohead Song
by Abraham A. Joven
But “packed like sardines in a can”
Is the caption below a photo
Of families huddled under a space blanket
In
an
immigrant
And I feel my heart fracture into
A million shards
Each one
A prayer
A hug
A key
Setting my people free.
We all swim home
And no one is
Alone
Lost
Broken
Hungry
Cold
Gone.
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detention

center.

Black
by Tyler King
You say my name
back to me and I decide
not to believe you, just this once,
to see where it takes me, you put
the car in park and turn the radio up,
we only said / goodbye /
with words / I died /
a hundred times /
and I think I understand this now,
rain splattering against neon, silent
except for the muted orchestra
of our daily violence, your face
turns colors your mother
wouldn’t recognize, somewhere,
you say, there is a bed that will have
me, but the night is so big
and I am a glass cannon, snarling
like a dog at everyone
who walks by, I guess
you could say I’m really
in the shit now, trading smokes
for poems, letting the rain
tell me who I belong to
tonight, I walk home indignant
and I will wake up
the same, put some of that
death or glory shit
on the jukebox, remember,
in small, anxious fragments
what it was like
before all of this
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Epitaph
by Erin Cisney
Alright, I admit it, reunions were never really my thing. I’d prefer postcards lost in the mail, lit
matches tossed over the shoulder. My goodbye was a neat little epitaph that said oh well, better luck
next time.
Remember the morning you stumbled home, still drunk and threw up on the kitchen floor? And
I screamed I am not cleaning this up, don’t you dare think I’m cleaning this up. But I did, didn’t I? There I
was, on my hands and knees with a scrub brush, crying fuckyou into my soap bucket.
So the millennium drew me another short straw and I said ok, I’ll grow up, but I’m not going to be
happy about it, I’d like to state that publicly and for the record. This isn’t going to be pretty.
So ok, I still think about you on your birthday. Sometimes I find myself painting the walls at
3AM, wondering what you’d think of the color. I get choked up when I remember that Back to
Future takes place all in the past. Funny how grief works, huh?
Alright, you win, I said to my therapist. I refused to sit down at your funeral when they lowered
you into the ground and I think I’ll stay standing now. But, for what it’s worth, here I am again,
let’s get this over with.
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Fever Dream
by Zain Ul Abidin Khan Alizai
seems like eternity when you walk on water
or the water walks on you.
Your prized chest adorned in cuckoo feathers, a confused entendre
for death. Or preservation. Can you tell
a lie a lie by only putting it into your mouth?
Metal flows into your gums. So, when you bite
you break the bone deep. But not the heart.
Not the ribcage. The breathing doesn’t turn
hasty. Heartbeat a live wire.
That one summer when it never felt like it was sunny, we drove shotgun to where the cat-eyes
took us and did not stop for one red-light. It felt as if we were almost running away, from
everything that chained us to our miseries. You, clad with a pair of eyes that did not remind me
of you. In the back of the wagon I crouched down beside a dead tyre and secretly wished to be
slow. And less afraid. And for you to have your blue eyes back so that they may remind me once
again of water. And not a fire. Or burnt ash.
Can you break the addiction and not let the bodega—
wrangle you back in its belly?
(why are you throwing your language at me when I let my tongue climb the altar and hang itself
till there was no adjective, no flowery noun left in its lung)
You are taking me away on my birthday how can I tell?
The sticky sweat on the nape of my neck is the only mouth that gives me answers. And not you.
Look at you. Slap the silence out of your rotten cavity so hard
even my tears freeze at the sound of impact. And caress your head in my chafed elbows
secretly wishing— closure on a dead winter night. Sleep sirens turning to festivity regrets to
mouths as they whimper thirsty to the festoons in the middle of the quaint street
The melody birthing hum. That night, I cleaved the tender meat right off the calve bone
while my two fragile hands sipped the ceramic bowl clean. We did what was
told of us. We ate to our full. I braided your hair. You put necklaces around my thinning
neck. We slept to the sound of fireworks down in the valley as the smell of fresh lavender wafted
in the thick air. We woke just on time.
We woke in front of the firing squad. And the last sound we heard was a click.
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All the Wild Things
by Amy Jannotti
lined up & shot
for your mantelpiece, mounted
like trophies
third place
runner-up; state
champion; medal of participation
I wanted to grow as a weed
so, as a flower
where it wasn’t wanted
sometimes to the detriment of the native
species
heartweed
like a murmur
somewhere I read that housecats domesticated themselves
& learned to cry
from babies formulated
from babies like johnson & johnson’s no more
tears shampoo
everything domestic, genetically modified
to be baby
when I say I wanted to grow
as baby, I meant
bud, I meant sprout, I meant
won’t you build your fence around me for when
the deer come feasting
I meant I want your hand to be the one
to bury me in dirt
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Behind the Church
by Kate Parkinson
We do not go behind the Church. If they ask,
we will say not us, we do not go behind the Church,
we do not play amongst the dead,
even though the fruit is low-hanging from the trees
so that the graveyard may well be a vineyard.
And if I can perhaps imagine
how your lips would look pressed against
the apples, it will be only because I have seen
many apple trees, and many women’s lips,
and it will not at all be a memory of going behind the Church.
If we were to go behind the Church, I think
I’d ask you to hold me a little, carry me maybe,
so that there would be no evidence beyond one
set of footprints. It could have been the gardener,
we will say, but not us. We do not go behind the Church.
When I play with my hands outside the confessional,
it will only be because I am anxious to walk you home,
not because I am worried that the Saints will compel you
to talk about the things that we might have, in another life, done
with our soft bodies and our virgin mire behind the Church.
But if you were to wait a little longer,
until the sun has long passed evening mass,
you will know where to find me - in the loose wind
beneath the apple tree, the whispered echo of the final hymn
is a tune to slow dance to. My love,
there is a masquerade ball behind the Church.
It can’t have been us. It must have been some Jezebel,
some trick of the Devil’s light. Look, our hands are clean,
we went straight home after mass. By virtue of birth,
we have to prove that we are not the women dancing behind the Church.
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Emmons Vista
by Lucas Wildner
Soon enough, I won’t remember the spectacle,
thousands of feet daring us higher.
“Two or three people die a year,
I think, attempting it.”
He grunts, impressed
or closing the small talk buying us time
while a family resumes the hike. The procedure continues
in silence: checking the coast, he steps closer,
raises his arm, a wing extended,
sheltering. I wish I could say
Rainier takes our breaths away, that we are lucky
to share this view, standing together
at the site of so many sunscreen kisses
and selfies.
A nearby conversation
about water bottles grows louder.
I regret regretting other people.
The sequence must finish. He trusts me
to stare at the mountain
as his arm returns to his side. I stare,
not knowing how to look at him
without the look being a question like
Are you ok?
Or, are you also still thinking
about the man who called you a faggot
two days ago?
One pedestrian passing by another.
No incriminating hands or mouths—
just shorthand for a bad day.
I love unharmed
for being such a useless word
and existing anyways.
I want to stop writing incriminating, the way I wish
I had walked back to the trailhead behind him
releasing secret farts before the drive home
and grabbing his cute butt for every pair of ex-marines
high-fiving in the parking lot. No—
to have farted walking past them. A crush of pebbles
under my feet reminding me
every mountain is a mountain
that hasn’t lost yet.
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Fine Bromance
by Dan Moles
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Fine Bromance
by Dan Moles
Image description: Words and phrases cut from a newspaper or magazine are placed on a sheet
of white paper.
Text description:
Fine Bromance:
A Gay-slur Victims
I love

guys

Imagine
peace
Man, 20
is knifed
No arrest
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Saturn
by Tyler King
You stand too close
to me beneath the heartsick
glow of streetlight, your pink
face painted gold and
hunger, my hands perform
the sign, ritual followed by
a spark, followed by a flame,
like the time we cut
the lights out on the
backroads, when you put your hand
on my leg and screamed
don’t stop or we’ll die
and it was something
like fun, carving the country
up like this harvest
was our harvest, like everything
the moon shined a light on
was ours to inherit as we
were her children once,
you roll some shit up and
nod off with a prayer on
your lips, I blink
the sleep from my eyes
and lean back heavy,
I picture you at my
funeral, howling like
the devil in your best
leather, and I laugh.
somewhere in this
endless, rolling night
there is a way out, and you
and I, we are going to drive
until we get there
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I Hate and I Love
After Catullus
by Tucker Lieberman
Ōdī et amō. Quārē id faciam, fortasse requīris?
Nesciō, sed fierī sentiō et excrucior.
- Catullus, “Carmen 85,” 1st century B.C.E.
I’m a hater and a fangirl. Why, you ask?
I dunno, but there it is, and it flays me.
I’m disgusted, desirous. How come?
Beats me; that’s what I feel. Gobsmacked.
I rankle and lust. Care to understand?
Wish I knew why, myself. It smarts.
I rage and I want. Riddle me this:
I’ll be hanged or I’ll burn.
I piss and I moan. Do you hear me now?
I’m warped, stuff happens, so sue me.
I don’t get what I want. Go figure.
It’s like that. Please pass the salt—Ouch!
I don’t want it, but so what? I accept it.
I’m trying, I’m changing, I swear it.
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Lover
by Milly Webster
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Lover
by Milly Webster

Image description: A blacked out text with only a few words and phrases untouched.

Text description:

a lover and his lass

Jenny kiss’d
John
Celia
betwixt her lips and mine
Lawrence

and

Diana

it is to love
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Exposed
by Tina Carey
It’s when we love in bed
I hate you the most,
you leave me exposed.
There are only a few fires
I have left.
Yet,
you seem to add one.
So,
Love me until the moon
evolves the sun
and the sun evolves into
the moon.
Allow me to presume
I’m not on loan.
Come back home.
not just around.
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Stained Glass
by Y. Hope Osborn
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Stained Glass
by Y. Hope Osborn
Image description: A photograph of a stained glass window encased by several layers of
buildings.
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you were no good
by Linda M. Crate
you were a moth
attracted
to my light,
caring not of my mythos
or my truths;
you spilled over me
in a river of emotions
you had no desire to quell—
made me promises
that you could not keep,
and those you had no intention
of keeping;
i was a promise loyal and true
you saw my naked form
but i don't know if you ever saw
my naked soul—
i gave you my flowers,
but you made me a conquest;
instead of holding me
near and dear
to your heart as you ought've—
you told me that you loved me
not because you really did,
just to make me stay
you could sense i was going to leave;
for my own sake i wish i would've
my mother told me i could
perhaps i should've read between the lines
saw that she was warning me
you were no good.
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Tattoo
by Tina Carey
There’s an emptiness
inside of me
I can never get back,
A place in time
I can't rewind.
It happened when I was barely nine.
Your massive white hands
on my tiny black body.
I have a blemish I can’t scrub off.
So again I plea,
Let go of me.
You’re like a ghastly tattoo,
I’ll never get rid of you.
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Narrativising
by Grace Royal
i.
In my dreams,
I sever my hand
from the middle knuckle
down to the space
below the little finger.
My hand is bleeding
and I’m holding it together
(holding my hand
in my hand,
fingers keeping
fingers in place)
and I go from person to person,
trying to explain,
trying to say,
look,
my fingers are falling off
– would you mind –
but no one is listening.
It will be fine, they say,
it isn’t much of a problem,
and so I go through the motions,
of listening, of walking, of cleaning, of cooking
all while trying to keep myself together.
Apt, I think on waking, and ever since, I can feel the space where the scar should be.
ii.
In one of the perfect places,
I make a point
of telling myself:
you are allowed anything today:
it’s a no numbers day,
just get what you wish: get what you dream of.
Have it, I say,
and then I stand and look
at the numbers,
clutching my head
like a painting made live.
I pick the lowest of numbers
and I pick all the skin from my lips until they bleed.
It’s frustrating, I say through those skinless lips, I don’t want to be like this.
It’s fine, they say. It’s fine, I echo. I’m working on it.
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iii.
In my dreams,
the train breaks down
between two stops
and I meet a girl
called Atalanta.
We fall in love
in the liminal space
between train stations
and then there’s no
need for all
those well-known stops.
Apt, I think on waking, because for a moment, I’m smiling inside and then I’m reminded of the
big empty space.
iv.
In the brown moments,
I’m fine,
I’m living okay,
and then I’m with the others
at the cemetery,
at the house,
at the gardens,
at the library,
at the aquarium,
then I’m with the others
in the real moments
and my mind shifts
and the world warps around me
and there’s that
insurmountable
distance,
a whole sea I can’t
even begin to reach across.
About the present, it’s better to be stoical, about the future – such a future as mine – to be dead.1
v.
In reality, I am nothing
but a collection of parts
strung loosely together
with old sticky tape
and slipping ribbons,
a child’s project
that will fall apart
with a single tug.
1

Charlotte Brontë, Villette (Ware: Wordsworth, 1993).
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I am holding myself
together, holding
my fingers to my hand
and if I could,
I would hold the whole world
in my palm to keep it together.
But give it one tug and things fall apart. I cry about the wrong bagels. I cry about the absence of
yoghurt. I cry about numbers.
Pull yourself together, I whisper tearfully to myself in the sweet aisle of Sainsburys and then I
feel sorry for the woman who has to hear me do it.
vi.
In the mirror maze,
I look at the girl
and she’s thinking of dogs,
looking for dogs, listening for dogs
and she can barely breathe
for all the dogs and the people
with their dogs.
The world is a big and scary place
and people are not to be trusted.
No one listens.
Don’t worry, just don’t worry,
just breathe, it won’t hurt.
In the mirror maze, I look at my severed fingers and hold my hand together.
It gets better in time, time heals all wounds, except when it doesn’t. It’s got to get better, it’s got
to get better than this (except it doesn’t)
vii.
In the intermediate time,
I am more lost than ever
in all these overlapping
moments with distorted edges.
In the intermediate time,
I see a beautiful girl
at the station.
She’s holding a book
in one hand –
a book to read,
not to cry in –
and she looks up and
lets the sun hit her face
and it’s ethereal
and then its ephemeral
as we brush past
one another to get
on the train.
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Apt, I think, a station metaphor, poetry made live again. Just life alone on the train station
between two known stops, all the possibility passing by, all those fleeting maybe moments lost to
blue doors.
viii.
In the half light,
I’m out walking
and I’m informed
that people are
worried
and for a moment,
satisfaction
burns like
the sunset behind
the grey of the clouds.
It takes ten steps to fade
and all that’s left
is a deep hollow guilt,
a sick feeling
because I am sorry.
So sorry, because
I want to be easy
but I am causing
difficulty
with my dripping
severed fingers
my loosely strung self
my numbers
my skinless lips
and I am sorry.
Sorry, so sorry. I want to tear all the skin off my bones.
Sorry, so sorry, I rub my skin off in the heat of the shower.
Sorry, so sorry, so sorry, so sorry. I’ve done my best, which was bad, I know.
ix.
In the evenings,
I’m thinking in zig zags,
shards of glass pointing
back into my eyes.
But these shards of glass
they leave their debris,
they stick out of my skin
and I’m so sorry,
so sorry for all the damage.
In the evenings,
I decimate pages to blunt
my sharpened edges.
I go to sleep
to avoid the numbers,
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to avoid any more waking hours.
But it’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine. It’s going to be fine, fine, fine,
fine, fine, fine. It’s got to be fine and you have to hold yourself tight, pull yourself up by the hair
and it’s going to be fine, fine, fine, fine. It’s not okay, but it’s fine and it’s fine and it’s fine and
it’s fine and it’s fine fine fine fine fine fine fine.
x.
In the end, there are shipwrecks.
In the end, there are blue skies.
In the end, there are farewells and waves.
In the end it’s always back to this terrible medias res;
this narrative with unknown and inevitable endings.
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Sacred Geometry
by Allison Baldwin
written for W.S.
I’ll write you a note
and fold it into a triangle
a square,
a rectangle
a trapezoid
any geometric shape will do
as long as I get to see
remnants of your voice
the misspelling of my name
your favorite band
the creases of a diamond
protected by lines and segments
a point standing still
This life is octagonal
with an infinite number
of pathways.
You chose to be a Star,
(who are we kidding,
you had no choice in the matter)
I chose to be a tree
(Neither did I.)
In every leaf
there is a star:
a photosynthesis.
In every blossom,
there is a flame
bursting forth
emerging
a ray.
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Sunrise
by Tina Carey
I want to sit with you
Inhale and exhale you
I want you to make me
Whole again,
I want your liquid beams to
Sense me
Hold me
Stain me
After that,
I yearn to look
Back and know,
I can always bleed on you
When I’m blue.
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Love Later On
by Kate Parkinson
These hands make deals between the fingers,
interlaced in reception of some silvery circle,
we bow our faces and love later on; for now
we are arched outwards. The thing on our backs
is not a cross, but we carry it like water
in our shameful nakedness. Women walk
deserts to feel the coolness of a river,
and we are called siren for singing to one another.
We hear the lullabies and think of how we bear
not fruit, but a salt-burden pillar taken by wind.
Tonight, we are the evensong in the water,
limp fairy-limbs sprawled across the surface,
floating, light, untouched by the moss
and marred only by reclamation of our bodies,
themselves reclaimed by milk and papaya.
There will be wine, un-rationed by masculine hands
that take chin to cup; we are unburdened
by darkness, we are the inexplicable women
blessèd by love here, and now.
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Very Good Girls
by Amy Jannotti
Build me
a sandcastle of fried eggs
I’ll read you Plath
make love
on the floor of my parent’s garage our bodies
full of sawdust
hair colored
like sand
Your eyes
could be as blue
as the Ocean, but then we’d be a story
already told
& instead, we’d get
a happy ending
but all we’ve got
is strawberry water ice melting
like candy-apple
Argento blood
I’ll always carry
those stains on my cover-up; I’ll always be the girl
in the photograph, captured
on the board walk, walking
away
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rumination three
by Emma Arlington M.
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rumination three
by Emma Arlington M

Image description: A photograph of a doorway of a house in ruins with the poem’s text framed
by the doorway.
Text description:

rumination three

listen slower / pause and think /
these fissures / between your lips /
those words foaming / put them
down / put them in their place / take
them home up / dress them in your
Sunday best / and offer them / offer
them up / to the altar / to God / to
your next lover / on a gold-rimmed
plate / say / this is of my body /
please, please eat.
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The Body in the Bathroom
by Kate Parkinson
Shiver, like a command.
The bathroom tiles are cold
and empty, save for the cracks
in the fillings, like teeth gone yellow.
Let the shower run on blue
to shock the body, like medieval training
of disobedience, let the ache come.
Let the drain cover, thick with hair
and skin cells, sit beside the body,
opening up the gap in the floor
like a black hole. Like there’s something
down there that can only be reached
with something very, very
small.
Is the body a girl? The body does not feel
like one, but the body does not feel like a
body anymore, only like a disconnect
between states. The eyes are watering
but not crying.
Love the little things, like a promise.
Like, hey, one day everything
will be so much easier, and the body
can have hot showers again,
and the body can hold itself again,
and the body can be a person again.
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To meet at the port
by Frank G. Karioris
To meet at the port is to make a sailor of me.
To harbor my belonging and send my body to tide.
The shelter of the dock will not keep me intact.
The necessary will to carve ship from rosined wood.
Of great cavernous approaches, pledging fealty.
Of those lost. Those who are now found.
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Cleansing
by Kim Payne
The force is breaking
Pushing me past limits
I can no longer see or feel
The tide has come in and with it my pain has grown
I had hoped the tide would take it away
Wash it out to sea with the creatures and seaweed
But it only swells with each wave
Threatening to drown me in the salty tears
Of my own contributions
The ocean no longer inspires me
It mocks me, calls for my demise
And I let it
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Known
(with gratitude to The Beatles for their lyrics)
by Allison Baldwin
Before I was a known writer,
I was a known singer.
The first Beatles song I ever learned
was Yellow Submarine.
We all live in a
Yellow Submarine (a what?)
a Yellow Submarine (a what?)
a Yellow Submarine.
And the band begins to play.
But at twelve years old
I am not sure who they are playing for.
I am simply playing.
I am writing my name on fence posts
in oil paints,
and learning how to use the back of my mouth
to travel to countries I know not of.
I can try them on--because I've always wanted to.
Now's my chance.
They reciprocate this…need.
To see what they do not have
and memorize the shapes of the granted they take.
Before I was a known writer
I was a known singer.
The second Beatles song I ever learned
was Ticket to Ride.
She's got a ticket to ride, she's got a ticket to ride,
she's got a ticket to ride,
but she don't care.
I am 14 now,
standing in front of crowded silhouettes
bodies twisted and not like Theirs.
I have never liked this body that I am in.
The one that moves in ways different from His and Hers.
The one that is chained to itself.
There is not much beauty here.
Some of us were not meant to be beauty,
but instead to create it.
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At 14 all I want is a place
where I am not
Ugly.
It will take me until 26
(or maybe longer)
to realize that the very place
I am searching for is the same
I am so desperate to leave
She's got a ticket to ride
and she don't care.
I am running toward…
But it is not a race.
It is only me,
meeting myself
Somewhere.
I will know it when I see it.
Don't ya know it's gonna be all right?
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My dream is a premonition
by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
My mind knows the secrets you keep.
The night before we start to unravel,
I see her in your home which has grown
into two stories, a wrought iron spiral
staircase. She already moved her children in.
She bathes in the inground tub you have built.
She is Tony Montana smoking a cigar surrounded
by pure white suds.
How can you resist?
I am invisible. She is distracted with her reflection.
I look out the picture window—to the orchard
that has sprung up overnight. You hang a hammock
between the trees.
I know the white synthetic rope
is my noose.
I am the oracle, blistering in the flame of truth—let me divine
her fortune. You reveal her favorite flower is the morning star,
that the larks and doves sing when she wanders between the trees
at dawn. I show you the bones—divulging she is a false Disney Princess—
the damsel to exploit your tragic flaw.
You label me the besmircher;
I am banished.
My savior is Paul McCartney with a golden feather
pinned to his guitar strap. He mixes my tears with ocre,
paints a turquoise river surrounded by golden aspens,
their leaves shimmer in the wind. He writes a song
for you, and rhymes your name with “alone.” I am the river
goddess sobbing onto land. He lifts me from the depths,
binds my hands with a red satin ribbon, promises this song
and painting will find their way to you. I will be forgiven,
you will learn how to be a knight or king
we will finally heal together.
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Delivery to
by Dan Moles
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Delivery to
by Dan Moles

Image description: A scan of a collaged delivery note with text cut out from a newspaper.

Text description:

Delivery to:
Are you at least 18 years old?
women
If you answer yes to all of these questions,
you might be suitable for labels.
Please check your parcel’s weight; if it is too heavy
you may be charged for the price difference plus an
administration fee of up to £25
Stick this label securely to your parcel
1) Securely pack your parcel
- Insert the delivery note in your parcel
- Always use a sturdy box or padded jiffy bag
- Pack the contents well with plenty of padding to keep it safe
- Seal it with plenty of tape
Be careful not to cover any of the label!
2) Cut out and stick the label securely to the parcel,
being careful not to cover any of the label
You can track your parcel.
Packing / acking note – Packing note - / - Packing note – P / ote – Packing note
Return:
Place this delivery note inside your parcel
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Beast in a Cage
by Chad W. Lutz
my profile says non-binary
but I still get he/him/his
still get called
dude man sir bro
because of my sharp jawline
my cut stomach
& the veins in my arms
because of my running trophies
& my love of sports
get pulled into conversations
with that short
pathetic laughter
about women being bitches
about honoring The Code
about how everything is one way
& never the other
& it smothers
my better senses
to stay cool and defenseless
to stand up and say
I am not a man
I am not you
I am me
this is me
I am cinnamon
I am milky froth
I am the bright colors
of dawn
at dusk
the ancient musk of Appalachia
the tender squeal of a baby pig
I teeth on the world
through the bars of this cage
suppressing my rage
writing page after page
in hopes that if I bleed enough
someone will finally realize
I’m alive
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Pellucid
by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
He tells all his side chicks to stay away from me;
he doesn’t understand how he’s a transparent man.
I see through him like cellophane, as he spills all his tea.
I’m his secret keeper, sin eater, the feisty Queen Bee
who can’t be fooled by this hoodwinker with a plan,
so he tells all his side chicks to stay away from me.
He promises his demoiselles he’s wrapped up in chivalry,
and he’ll be their champion, but he’s as loyal as a tin can.
I see through him like cellophane, as he spills all his tea.
I’ve been reading our palms, and the leaves from the monstera tree;
they reveal it drives him mad I can’t fall in line like a lovesick fan,
that’s why he tells all his side chicks to stay away from me.
He wants me to see the big picture, I’m the only one with the key
to his heart and place, but I’ve learned his script to this scam—
I see through him like cellophane, as he spills all his tea.
He demolishes the stars to make me forget what we could be,
pretends there was never heat between us like summer in Sudan.
This is why he makes sure all his side chicks stay away from me,
because I see through him like cellophane, he’s worried I’ll spill his tea.
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All I Ever Wanted
by Lucy Duffell

Image description: Black capitalised text on the left and red capitalised text on the right, the text
is open to interpretation as the text becomes cramped and faded in some areas.
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Athazagoraphobia
by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
“you still talk to someone till 2 in the morning...Nothing changed for you. It just changed for me.
Can you acknowledge that, please?”
– Sasha, Life Partners
I start counting the days without a good morning, or a word
from you. My pulse keeps track of time that slips by.
Everyone says, it’ll be easier to breathe
with you gone. At night I think of what you can’t fix
when you’ve quickly moved onto someone new—
how simple she is, and how you choose anyone over being alone.
It’s evening and I think of how you used to call, now I’m alone
Even though I made a choice to stop reaching out and keep words
to myself—hoard them like gold while you spill on your new
girl. You want me to see the big picture; say I let it fly by
when I’m focusing on being left behind and what I want to fix.
The longer this silence lasts, the harder it is for me to breathe.
Just a month ago, I slept next to you listening to you breathe.
I worried about you drowning in misery on nights you were alone;
I was aware of the interloper—you wanted a distraction, a quick fix
to forget the pain that consumed your mind, made you lose your words.
I hoped she was a fling that would disappear as the weeks went by,
I believed your rules when you started sleeping with someone new.
I review the evidence: dreams, the feeling of fire on my neck, I knew
you’d cling to her, even if she invades your space and doesn’t let you breathe—
texting from 7pm until 2am even when you don’t respond. You let her get by
with this—think her neediness is cute. She raises neon red flags, I alone
can see in the distance. You collect troubled women, let their whiny words
weave a web of enchantment around you—they’re the project you can fix.
Or maybe they see you’re wounded, broken; it’s you they want to fix.
I’m pushed to the side, after I’ve encouraged you to grow. If you knew
you were slowly cutting my palms open with a razor, what words
would you use to mend it? Would you tell me to look into your eyes and breathe
through the pain? I can’t help but let these thoughts consume me when I’m alone,
spiraling into wondering as you walked out Monday, if that was our final goodbye.
I imagine you’re perfect; she calls every night, brings dinner when she stops by.
I am the forgotten—you focus on other areas of your life you want to fix.
The fantasy is one day you’ll wake up and miss me, even if you’re not alone.
I go out with friends, watch movies, and dance. I try to create something new
for me to work on in your absence. I listen to whale songs, remind myself to breathe
in fresh air. You once said you’d never run, I find myself holding onto your words.
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And when you’re alone, think of all the nights and days I came by,
with kind words trying to fix whatever problems surrounded you.
I wish you knew how hard it is to breathe in a future you’re not a part of.
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The Last Good Day
by Sabrina Al
In the photo he shows off his painting
with baby-faced pride as she smiles with
nothing on her mind but the carrots in the oven,
because she has not yet had to learn the word ‘glioma’;
and if she heard it, she would think it’s
a pretty-sounding name for a kindly grandmother,
like the ones in the books she reads to him at night.
Their hourglass ran out in record time
but for now he’s here and warm and solid
as the tumor, his favourite Star Wars pajamas
spilling formless over starved joints,
brittled as the crackers the nurses bring with pulpy juice.
Around her the walls thrum with boundless life,
unfelt to her, woman dead, hell teeming with the
doctors who used to look her in the eye—
useless husks of flesh to her,
and all the more ashamed for it.
They tell her it gets better with time, but years skip
like stones and her last breaths, when she takes them,
are nothing but obscene relief
bursting through hope, hope, hope.
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take care
by kattrina m.
as i witness the political wildfire
in d.c. on my screen, i can’t help
but wonder how folx in the uk
are feeling.
i can sense the frustration of
yet another white supremacist in office,
and the fear increasing tenfoldi’ve felt that fear before, it was almost
four years ago, and i still feel it
in the back of my brain,
and in the uneasiness of my heart.
i’m hoping for a similar revolution
to happen over there, but i know
it takes time.
why? if you’re so “oppressed,” then
why not take action quicker, you ask?
because people of color are tired of doing this
every goddamn day.
because queer people and trans people are tired
of doing this every goddamn day.
anyone who isn’t a cishet, able bodied white man
is fucking exhausted of doing this
every. goddamn. day.
i know i’m an ocean and forty-eightish states away,
so i can’t do much.
but in these trying times, i want to offer you a hug,
to tell you to take a break,
that you deserve to be safe,
that you are valid,
and everything will be okay.
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Three Ghosts in a Trenchcoat Go to the Movies
by Amy Jannotti
The light’s off in the kitchen. Roonie Mara’s eating pie.
Your hand, a sheet on the small of my back.
Some days, the world is dust & smoke & hazed
with film grain. Some days are red & blue,
but the camera always lingers on the house at the end
of the road. Some days are worth pitching yourself
over the edge of a skyscraper & some days
the arrows in your back stain the sheets
in blood, but the door to heaven opened
a square of light before you, & you chose to walk away
because the secrets hidden in the cracks in these walls
will always be enough. Some day, I’ll vomit
cherries. Some day, the single, naked light bulb
will explode. Some day the sheet will fall to the floor,
but if you’re not here to see it, then –
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